
32. Aerial view of the Walsh massif from the south. (Graham Rowbotham)



PAUL KNOTT

The Ascent of South Walsh

On 28 May 2006 Graham Rowbotham and I reached the pointed summit
of South Walsh (4223m). This was the highest unclimbed peak both

in the St Elias range and, it has been claimed, in North America.
As so often happens in the mountains, the clarity of our objective was

matched by the uncertainty of the endeavour. We arrived at the 70km-long
Kluane Lake to find it completely frozen over. Above it a thick layer of
cloud obscured the mountains. Until the weather changed, we were stuck
at the rutted gravel airstrip. There was a sombre mood among the 15 climbers
already waiting to fly in, all to Mt Logan. They began to give up, and when
the weather cleared four days later we were practically at the front of the
queue.

In fact, we flew first. Our pilot Andy Williams dropped us on the upper
Donjek glacier directly opposite the striking pointed summit of South Walsh.
We stood admiring the imposing faces and ridges of the massif, up to l650m
above us. We quickly wrote off the idea of attempting a face route as there
was a generous plastering of fresh snow. Our best hope of climbing South
Walsh looked to be the south-west ridge, but even this was blocked in its
upper part by rimed-up rock towers and huge cornices. Early next morning
the sluggish display on my watch read -19°C in the tent wall. This set the
pattern for the rest of the trip, with most nights being only marginally warmer
- possibly reflecting the prevailing La Niiia.

We acclimatised by making the first ascent of the c3745m snow summit
'Jekden South' west of our base camp. Looking across at South Walsh we
convinced ourselves we could see at least one climbable line, making use of
the upper south face. Rather than reverse the route, we also decided to
traverse over Mt Walsh (4507m). This would be committing, involving
around 8km of potentially unfriendly high-altitude ridge, but would bag us
the first traverse of the mountain and take us to a known descent.

Early on 20 May my efforts at starting the stove were rewarded by flames
in the tent porch (the worn o-rings had failed in the cold). Subsequently we
faced the bitter morning wind without the aid of a decent cup of tea. At
the base of the ridge we stashed our snowshoes, hoping that wind-crust
would render them unnecessary on the high traverse. On the lower ridge
was a series of rock towers which we quickly discovered were composed of
a shattered quartz-veined limestone. We turned them, using the equally
rotten snow on either side. Beyond the towers, a protracted snow-wade
took us to a fine campsite with a view of the upper face.
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33 Left:

The west face of
South Walsh.
(Paul Knott)

34. Base camp and the Walsh massif. (Paul Knott)
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The night was accompanied by the familiar sound of wind-blown snow
hitting the tent, and although a morning lull tempted us to continue we
faced strengthening wind as we traversed the steeper cornices above the
camp: We paused at a broader section, listening to a frightening wind roar
over the main plateau accompanied by a flying saucer of wave cloud. Fear
ful of being blown off the summit ridge, we pitched the tent to await
developments. This took much digging in before we felt secure. Heavy
snow during the night sealed our fate, and we painstakingly retraced our
filled-in steps.

This aborted attempt was followed by five days of classic St Elias festering.
The tent became sauna-like as the sun beat on its faded flysheet, yet the
cold northerly wind blew drifts of snow into the porch. Ominous cloud
billowed at the Walsh-Steele col and lenticulars formed over Mt Walsh.
Inside the tent, I remember indulging shamelessly on pancakes and maple
syrup in between chapters of Shackleton's South. The wind finally dropped
and the storm clouds began to dissipate late on 26 May.

Lured by the continuing calm, at 3am we set off. Three hours later we
almost turned back as we reassessed the greyness of the clouds and the
direction of the wind. By the time we reached our first camp there was a
more ominous thickening of the cloud, obscuring the sun and flattening
the light. It was exasperating, but not surprising, when there followed more
snowfall and a significant drop in pressure. We could not cook or melt
snow as spindrift would pour in through the slightest gap in the tent door.
Still, the deprivation seemed unimportant as we would probably be
descending.

To our surprise, the morning dawned clear. We made double brews,
cleared the ice from our gear and continued up the steepening ridge. As we
reached our previous high point the weather still held, so we continued up
the snow arete on the basis that we may as well reconnoitre the route.
Some time later we moved onto the south face to get around the rime
encrusted rock towers above, and our reconnoitre finally turned into a climb.

On the face we relied on a thin covering of sugary snow over the rotten
rock. There were no belays of any kind and not even a body-weight place
ment for a pick, shaft, or stake. Our only security was the compressed snow
beneath our feet. In our search for a viable route we moved progressively
further onto the face. We began with a descending traverse, having failed to
cross a buttress due to thin snow. Above a line of towers we moved right
again for deeper snow and ascended towards a twisting exit couloir. Unable
to reach this, we traversed right once more over a snow-covered buttress.
When yet again our ascent was blocked, we continued the traverse until we
were below a huge triangular cornice.

The afternoon sun now shone directly onto the face. Luckily, the low
temperature protected the snow from its effects. This was fortunate since
the final slopes below the cornice were steeper and consisted of unstable
deposits from the swirling wind. The climbing became insecure. It was too
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35. Graham Rowbotham traversing into the couIoir on the south face.
(Paul Knott)

steep to rely on pushing down and I struggled to find axe placements I could
pull on. I kicked footholds well into the hollow slope, but thi~ meant my
upper body was pushed out by the snow above. I cut a vertical trench,
ignoring the numerous exclamations from below, and headed directly for
the cornice, thinking there was a ledge below it. After many delicate moves,
it was with great relief that I pulled onto the ledge and found solid ice.
I sank two fat ice screws and soon we were enjoying this haven under the
giant cornice. In all we had spent five hours on the face. Lured by the
s.ummit, we eschewed our new shelter and made the short traverse to the
summit ridge.



36. On the corniced section of the south-west ridge with the
upper south face behind. (Paul Knott)

37. Passing towers on the south face. (Paul Knott)
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38. Graham Rowbotham on the summit of South Walsh with
Mt Lucania in the haze behind. (Paul Knott)

Buffeted by a gale on the summit, we descended to the plateau connecting
the massif. Crossing the plateau was an excruciating wade through deep
snow. Finding no relief from what had become a relentless maelstrom, we
wearily dug in the tent and collapsed inside. There we stayed, listening in
horror to the waves of snow spraying against the fabric. Again the deluge
prevented us from using the stove. I felt a distinct sense of exposure and
commitment.
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During the night we found our already cramped tent compressed by a
foot of deposited snow. The snow also iced up the stove pump. Feeling
drained, we continued our traverse, over (unclimbed) Pt 4227m and along
towards the main summit of Mt Walsh. Fortunately, it was firm underfoot
as the snow had been blown off the ridge. Below the final slopes we took
advantage of a sheltered, sunny bivvi-schrund to revive the stove and hence
our dehydrated bodies. The summit vista was unusually hazy due to the
snow and dust blown by the high winds. After the obligatory photos we
headed down the long west ridge - the route of the 1941 first ascent and by
no means a walk. Late in the afternoon we descended into a sheltered bowl,
where the benevolent evening sun provided much-needed relief.

In the morning, as we ploughed through deep snow in the heavily
crevassed bowl, I was conscious that we had by no means completed our
adventure. Despite careful route-finding, we had a couple of close calls
with hollow snow-bridges and were happy to reach the relative safety of
the Walsh-Steele col. This still left us with what could have been a post
holing nightmare to reach our snowshoes by South Walsh. Again, our
worst fears were not realised as there was a reasonable wind-crust on the
glacier.

When Andy came to pick us up, his neighbour Donjek Upton was at the
controls. We learned that, in the stormy weather, we had so far been the
only team to reach a summit. As we drove south the next day, I observed
with pleasure the advancing spring and the strengthening sun.

Summary: Paul Knott and Graham Rowbotham made the first ascent of
South Walsh (4223m) in the St Elias range, Alaska, 27-30 May 2006, and
the first full traverse of Mt Walsh (4507m).
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